
• Strong understanding of 3Ds Max and Unity 3D
• Strong understanding of texture creation/authoring tools such as Substance 
• Knowledge and/or experience with PBR
• A positive collaborative and professional working attitude
• Must be self-motivated an able to prioritize and multitask

• Degree in 3D design, Computer sciences, Game design or similar
• Experience in architecture, interior or industrial design
• Experience using Zbrush for organic shapes
• Worked with the new Unity 3D render pipelines (Universal & HDRP)
• Experience with lighting inside Unity 3D

3D ARTIST
(m/f/d)

You will be based full time in Ulm, Germany working closely with the Lead Artist to ensure quality and 
consistency of all assets across multiple projects. Your responsibilities will include creating assets and/or 
environments as part of a multidisciplinary team and ensuring that these assets meet defined technical and 
artistic requirements. In addition, your day-to-day responsibilities will include implementing feedback given 
by the Lead Artist and communicating effectively with 3D artists, programmers, and other team members. 
You will also contribute your ideas to improve workflows and projects at TriCAT.

MUST HAVES

NICE TO HAVE

We admit that revolutionary solutions are our
unconditional passion. As a recognized IT innovation
leader in the field of collaborative virtual 3D learning
and working environments, we set standards and
develop applications with which people will learn, train
and collaborate at a distance in the future. Our cus-

tomers include companies such as Airbus, Audi, Bayer,
Bosch, Fujitsu, RWE, Swiss Federal Railways. Let's move
the future together with virtual 3D worlds, extended
reality and artificial intelligence - in an agile company,
together with a motivated team, with exciting tasks
and multiple award-winning solutions!

We offer you a future-oriented job with exciting tasks, attractive additional benefits and a good work-life balance in

one of the top regions in Germany's city rankings. We have been named a "Top Employer for Medium-Sized

Companies" by FOCUS-BUSINESS for 2019, 2020 and 2021.

Does the job advertisement match your expectations perfectly or to a large extent? Then we would be delighted to

receive your application at career@tricat.net.

WHAT DOES A 3D ARTIST DO AT TriCAT?

TriCAT GmbH  |   Lise-Meitner-Straße 13 | 89081 Ulm |  Science Park II | +49 731 140 51 98 0 | www.tricat.net

Shape the future!

ABOUT US


